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THE BEGINNING: LANGUAGE, a'living body we enter at birth, sus-
tains and contains us. it does not stand in place of anything else, it
does not replace the bodies around us. placental, our flat land, our
sea, it is both place (where we are situated) and body (that contains
us), that body of language we speak, our mothertongue. it bears us
as we are born in it, into cognition.
language is first of all for us a body of sound. leaving the water of the
mother's womb with its one dominant sound, we are born into this
other body whose multiple sounds bathe our ears from the moment
of our arrival. we learn the sounds before we learn what they say: a
child will speak babytalk in pitch patterns that accurately imitate the
sentence patterns of her mothertongue. an adult who cannot read or
write will speak his mothertongue without being able to say what a
particular morpheme or even word in a phrase means. we learn
nursery rhymes without understanding what they refer to. we repeat
skipping songs significant for their rhythms. gradually we learn how
the sounds of our language are active as meaning and then we go on
learning for the rest of our lives what the words are actually saying.
in poetry, which has evolved out of chant and song, in riming and
tone-leading, whether they occur in prose or poetry, sound will initi-
ate thought by a process of association. words call each other up,
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evoke each other, provoke each other, nudge each other into utter-
ance. we know from dreams and schizophrenic speech how deeply
association works in our psyches, a form of thought that is not ra-
tional but erotic because it works by attraction. a drawing, a pulling
toward. a "liking." Germanic lik-, body, form; like, same.
like the atomic particles of our bodies, phonemes and syllables gravi-
tate toward each other. they attract each other in movements we call
assonance, euphony, alliteration, rhyme. they are drawn together
and echo each other in rhythms we identify as feet -lines run on,
phrases patter like speaking feet. on a macroscopic level, words evoke
each other in movements we know as puns and figures of speech
(these endless similes, this continuing fascination with making one
out of two, a new one, a simultitude). meaning moves us deepest the
more of the whole field it puts together, and so we get sense where it
borders on nonsense (" w hat is the sense of it all?") as w hat we sense
our way into. the sentence. ("life"). making our multiplicity whole
and even intelligible by the end-point. intelligible: logos there in the
gathering hand, the reading eye.
hidden in the etymology and usage of so much of our vocabulary for
verbal communication (contact, sharing) is a link with the body's
physicality: matter (the import of what you say) and matter and by
extension mother; language and tongue; to utter and outer (give
birth again); a part of speech and a part of the body; pregnant with
meaning; to mouth (speak) and the mouth with which we also eat
and make love; sense (meaning) and that with which we sense the
world; to relate (a story) and to relate to somebody, related (carried
back) with its connection with bearing (a child); intimate and to inti-
mate; vulva and voluble; even sentence which comes from a verb
meaning to feel.
like the mother's body, language is larger than us and carries us along
with it. it bears us, it births us, insofar as we bear with it. if we are
poets we spend our lives discovering not just what we have to say but
what language is saying as it carries us with it. in etymology we dis-
cover a history of verbal relations (a family tree, if you will) that has
preceded us and given us the world we live in. the given, the
immediately presented, as at birth - a given name a given world. we
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know language structures our world and in a crucial sense we cannot
see what we cannot verbalize, as the work of Benjamin Lee Whorf
and ethnolinguistics has pointed out to us. here we are truly
contained within the body of our mothertongue. and even the
physicists, chafing at these limits, say that the glimpse physics now
gives us of the nature of the universe cannot be conveyed in a
language based on the absolute difference between a noun and a verb.
poetry has been demonstrating this for some time.
if we are women poets, writers, speakers, we also take issue with the
given, hearing the discrepancy between what our patriarchally-
loaded language bears (can bear) of our experience and the difference
from it our experience bears out- how it misrepresents, even miscar-
ries, and so leaves unsaid what we actually experience. can a pregnant
woman be said to be "master" of the gestation process she finds
herself within-is that her relationship to it? (see Julia Kristeva,
Desire in Language, p. 238.) are women included in the statement
"God appearing as man" (has God ever appeared as a woman?) can a
woman ever say she is "lady of all she surveys" or could others ever
say of her she "ladies it over them"?
so many terms for dominance in English are tied up with male exper-
iencing, masculine hierarchies and differences (exclusion), patriarchal
holdings with their legalities. where are the poems that celebrate the
soft letting-go the flow of menstrual blood is as it leaves her body?
how can the standard sentence structure of English with its linear
authority, subject through verb to object, convey the wisdom of
endlessly repeating and not exactly repeated cycles her body knows?
or the mutuality her body shares embracing other bodies, children,
friends, animals, all those she customarily holds and is held by? how
can the separate nouns mother and child convey the fusion, bleeding
womb-infant mouth, she experiences in those first days of feeding?
what syntax can carry the turning herself inside out in love when she
is both sucking mouth and hot gush on her lover's tongue?
Julia Kristeva says: "If it is true every national language has its own
dream language and unconscious, then each of the sexes - a division
so much more archaic and fundamental than the one into languages
-would have its own unconscious wherein the biological and social
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program of the species would be ciphered in confrontation with lan-
guage, exposed to its influence, but independent from it" (Desire in
Language, p. 241). i link this with the call so many feminist writers in
Quebec have issued for a language that returns us to the body, a
woman's body and the largely unverbalized, presyntactic, postlexical
field it knows. postlexical in that, as Mary Daly (Gyn/Ecology)
shows, with intelligence (that gathering hand) certain words (dande-
lion sparks) seed themselves back to original and originally-related
meaning. this is a field where words mutually attract each other,
fused by connection, enthused (inspired) into variation (puns, word
play, rime at all levels) fertile in proliferation (offspring, rooting back
to al-, seed syllable to grow, and leafing forward into alma,
nourishing, a woman's given name, soul, inhabitant.)
inhabitant of language, not master, not even mistress, this new
woman writer (Alma, say) in having is had, is held by it, what she is
given to say. in giving it away is given herself, on that double edge
where she has always lived, between the already spoken and the un-
speakable, sense and non-sense. only now she writes it, risking non-
sense, chaotic language leafings, unspeakable breaches of usage, intu-
itive leaps. inside language she leaps for joy, shoving out the walls of
taboo and propriety, kicking syntax, discovering life in old roots.
language thus speaking (Le., inhabited) relates us, "takes us back" to
where we are, as it relates us to the world in a living body of verbal
relations. articulation: seeing the connections (and the thighbone,
and the hipbone, etc.). putting the living body oflanguage together
means putting the world together, the world we live in: an act of
composition, an act of birthing, us, uttered and outered there in it.
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